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RIG/TYPE OF CRAFT: Schooner 

TRADE: 

PRINCIPAL 
DIMENSIONS: 

LOCATION: 

DATE OF 
CONSTRUCTION: 

BUILDER: 

PRESENT USE: 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

Lumber, fishing industry 

(Measurements from "Bendixsen's First for '95," Daily 
Humboldt Times, 10 July 1895) 
Length: 156' Gross Tonnage: 452 
Beam: 36' Net Tonnage: 390 
Depth: 11.8' 

(from www.nps.gov/safr/local/thayer.html, accessed 12 June 
2002) 
Extreme Length: 219' 
Deck Length: 156' 
Beam: 36' 

Depth: 11.38' 
Gross Tonnage: 453 

San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park 
Hyde Street Pier, San Francisco, California 

1895 

Hans Ditlev Bendixsen 
California 

Historic ship exhibit 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the lumber industry on the 
West Coast was booming, and specialized vessels were needed 
to transport the lumber along the coast, of which C. A. 
THAYER was typical. With the advent of steamships, however, 
the need for the services of schooners like the C. A. THAYER 
to transport lumber began to decline. C. A. THAYER found 
work in other industries, like the fishing and salting industry, 
and was even used during World War II as an ammunition 
barge. By the early 1950s, C. A. THAYER was the last 
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commercial sailing vessel on the Pacific Coast. In 1966, she 
was declared a National Historic Landmark. 

Eric Lloyd Clements, September 1988 

This project is part of the Historic American Engineering 
Record (HAER) Eric DeLony, Chief, a long-range program to 
document historically significant engineering and industrial 
works in the United States. The HAER program is administered 
by the Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American 
Engineering Record Division (HABS/HAER) of the National 
Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, E. Blaine Cliver, 
Chief. The HAER Maritime Program Manager is Todd Croteau. 
The report was written by Eric Lloyd Clements in September 
1988. Justine Christianson, HAER Historian, NCSHPO, 
prepared the report for transmittal. Large format photography 
was produced by Jet Lowe in April 1988. 
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The afternoon of July 9, 1895 was something of an occasion at Humboldt Bay, California. 

The first vessel to be built on Humboldt Bay in two years entered the waters 
from Bendixsen's shipyard at 2:09 yesterday afternoon, over the same ways 
from which the barkentine JANEL. STANFORD ... was launched, December 
30, 1892. 

The launching of a vessel, at one time so common on our bay, has become 
almost a novelty now, and in consequence a large number of people were 
carried to the shipyard by the small bay craft and many enjoyed not only the 
maiden plunge of the handsome vessel while standing on her deck, but the 
hospitality of Captain Lilliquist and builder Bendixsen in the cabin. 

The new vessel was christened the C. A. THAYER by Miss Mabel Scott, in 
honor of the secretary and one of the members of the E. K. Wood Lumber 
Company who are the principal owners. 

She is a three massed Steamboat rigged schooner with the following 
measurements registered: Length 156 feet; beam 36 feet; depth 11. 8 feet; 
tonnage, gross 452; net 390. 

The vessel is a handsome model, strongly built throughout, and in 
arrangement of deckhouses and general appearance, although considerably 
larger, somewhat resembles the schooner 0. M. KELLOGG, also built by 
Mr. Bendixsen. She is supplied with all the latest marine appliances and 
among other things carries a steam donkey hoist built by the Humboldt Iron 
Works of this city. 

The C. A. THAYER was built for the Grays Harbor lumber trade, and will be 
commanded by Captain C. W. Lilliquist, formerly in the schooner 
CHARLES A. HANSON, also built by Bendixsen. Her maiden voyage, 
however, will be made to the Fiji Islands, and when the finishing touches 
have been put on her she will leave here in ballast for Grays Harbor to load 
pine for those Islands, of which lumber she is expected to carry about 
560,000 feet. 

The new schooner is the first built by Mr. Bendixsen since the launching of 
the schooner 0. M. KELLOGG, from this yard December 31, 1892. The last 
vessel launched on the bay previous to the C. A. THAYER was the schooner 
JOHN A. June 21, 1893, built by Peter Matthews. 1 

1 "Bendixsen's First for '95," Daily Humboldt Times, 10 July 1895. 
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C. A. THAYER was the eighty-sixth project of Hans Ditlev Bendixsen, who was "far and 
away the most prolific of the many shipbuilders who built in any numbers [ on Humboldt 
Bay]."2 Bendixsen was born in Thisted, Denmark in 1842. He learned the shipwright's trade 
in three different yards in Aalburg and Copenhagen before coming to California in the 1860s. 
Once in California he perfected his craft at yards in San Francisco and Eureka, before opening 
his own yard in the late 1860s. The first vessel that he built at his Eureka yard was delivered 
in 1869. He built eighteen more ships at his Eureka yard up to 1875. By 1875 he had 
outgrown that yard, so he moved across the bay to the North Spit, where he established his 
new yard at Fairhaven. In 1875 alone his Fairhaven yard delivered ten ships, seven of them 
two massed lumber schooners of around 100 tons. Bendixsen had problems with fires and 
floods at Fairhaven, but within a few years he had a 14-acre facility with shops, sawmills and 
cottages for 150 workers. The precise number of vessels Bendixsen built is unknown, but it 
numbered over one hundred. They included: thirty-nine two-masted schooners, thirty-five 
three-masted schooners, eleven four-masted schooners, one five-masted schooner, one brig, 
five barkentines, and ten steamers.3 As his fame and facilities grew these became increasingly 
larger ships, such as the 1,075 ton coastal steamer HUMBOLDT launched in 1896 and the 
1,187 ton four-masted barkentine JOHN PALMER of 1900. By then Bendixsen's health was 
failing. He sold the business at the end of 1900 to a stock company that had been organized 
for the purpose. He died in 1902. 

Bendixsen built a number of three-masted schooners. C. A. THAYER was the sixteenth 
vessel that he constructed of that description, although he had not built his first until 1887. 
The first of the type appeared the previous year.4 These ships were usually in the 300-ton 
range, so C. A. THAYER, at 453 tons, was quite large for a ship of that rig. In fact, 
Bendixsen built a four-masted baldheaded schooner of only 446 tons. Bendixsen, however, 
built four other three-masted baldheads of the same size or larger. His WA WONA of 1897, at 
468 tons, was probably the largest three-masted baldhead built on the Pacific Coast. 
Bendixsen also built many conventional topmast schooners.5 

A baldhead or steamboat rigged schooner, as compared to a topmast schooner, was a 
schooner that had no topsail rigging and thus carried no topsails. 

The term stemmed from the steamboat type of mast which was made from a 
long tapered pole extending above the spring stay band [ strength being less 
necessary on a mast which did not carry sail]. The [lower] masts were 

2 Karl Kortum, in the Foreword of Sail and Steam on the Northern California Coast, 1850-1900, compiled by 
Wallace E. Martin (San Francisco: National Maritime Museum Association, 1983). 
3 Kortum, Foreword. 
4 Harlan Trott, The Schooner That Came Home (Cambridge, Maryland: Cornell Maritime Press, 1958), 
appendix. 
5 WA WONA has survived to the present and is open for public visitation at the Northwest Seaport in Seattle, 
Washington. 
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considerably taller than the masts installed in vessels with topmasts. The 
large masts were 130 feet long, and measured thirty inches in diameter in the 
deck. ... The mast carried a larger spread of canvas than the sails on topmast 
schooners of comparable length.6 

The three-masted version would carry a jib, fore, main, and mizzen sail. Sometimes when a 
baldheaded schooner went on a long offshore passage a square yard with a split square sail 
would be rigged to the foremast in order to give the vessel greater power in the steady trade 
winds. Perhaps 120 West Coast schooners carried the baldhead rig.7 

Baldheads were particularly popular in the lumber trade, although some owners used topsail 
rigs while others used both types. The baldhead had several advantages over the topsail 
schooner rig. A topmast schooner had more power, especially in light airs, but the topsails 
also had to be reset on every tack. Baldheads, with fewer sails to work and everything 
operable from the deck, were more maneuverable and required a smaller crew to operate. 
They also had greater capacity. They could carry almost twice their net tonnage because 
they carried a large deckload. Thus, they answered nicely three important demands of the 
coastal lumber trade: capacity, maneuverability, and operating economy. 

C. A. THAYER was built for service with the E. K. Wood Lumber Company, founded that 
same year. The company's mills were located at Hoquiam on Grays Harbor, Washington. C. 
A. THAYER was the first vessel owned by E. K. Wood, but the company grew quickly. By 
1900 Lloyds Register listed at least seven ships in E. K. Wood's name. The company was C. 
A. THAYER's managing owner, although it owned only one sixteenth part of the vessel. Her 
first master, Captain Lilliquist, owned as much, and Bendixsen owned one quarter. Thirteen 
others owned the rest of the vessel, in shares as small as one sixty-fourth. They were all, 
according to Roger Olmstead, "probably relatives, friends, or business associates of the 
builder or E. K. Wood partners or else prospective associates in the operation of the vessel, 
such as ship chandlers or grocers."8 Not among the thirteen was the secretary of E. K. Wood, 
Clarence A. Thayer, for whom the vessel was named. As to Bendixsen's quarter share, large 
for a builder, Olmstead believes it was: 

explained in this case by the fact that the C. A. THAYER was the first vessel 
he launched since the onset of the depression of 1893. It would appear that 
Bendixsen was investing heavily in order to get his business moving again.9 

The system of managing ownership worked as follows. E. K. Wood, although it owned only a 
sixteenth of the vessel would, as managing owners, be responsible for the operation of the 

6 Trott, Schooner That Came Home. 
7 Trott, Schooner That Came Home. 
8 Roger Olmstead, "CA Thayer and the Pacific Lumber Schooners," Persimmon Hill 8, no. 1 (1978): 20-31. 
9 Olmstead, "CA Thayer and the Pacific Lumber Schooners." 
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vessel. E. K. Wood Managing Owners would charter the vessel to E. K. Wood Shipping, 
which would pay to the managing owners the current market rate for the lumber it shipped. 
The managing owners would then distribute that money, less expenses, commission, and their 
own share, among the other owners, proportionate to the size of the share that each held. The 
advantage to managing ownership was that the company could have the necessary tonnage on 
hand to move its products with a minimum of capital outlay and a minimum of financial risk. 
A share in a lumber schooner was also a good choice for the small investor. Lumber 
schooners, though not without risks, paid a solid and usually very regular return, so a 
company normally had little trouble finding people to buy up the remaining shares. 

C. A. THAYER was built for the Pacific Coast lumber trade, but she entered that trade during 
a time of transition that was to eventually render her and her kind obsolete. From the early 
days of the gold rush, on into the Southern California building boom of the 1880s, residents 
of California had an urgent need for lumber products. At first they went to the extraordinary 
effort of shipping lumber around Cape Hom, but soon they began to look toward the bountiful 
forests of Redwood and Douglas Fir (also known as Humboldt Pine), which covered the 
Pacific Northwest. Even with these closer sources the costs remained high. In those early 
years lumber that sold for $10 per thousand feet at Columbia River mills could bring as much 
as $500 per thousand in San Francisco. 10 

To answer this shortage, lumber mills were built in great numbers. By 1866 there were almost 
400 mills in the state, 208 of which were steam powered and 190 that were water powered. 11 

The problem was not with producing the lumber, although that had its difficulties, but rather 
with transporting it. The same thick forests that provided the harvest proved a most 
formidable obstacle to the construction of land transportation systems. Both roads and 
railroads were slow in coming to the Pacific Northwest. 

With land transport ineffective, the only other possibility was coastwise transport. This also 
presented great obstacles. Every harbor between San Francisco and Puget Sound was either 
an out harbor, which had little or no protection from the ocean, or it was a bar harbor, which 
had a dangerous sandbar at its entrance. The best of these in California were the Noyo River 
mouth, Humboldt Bay, and Crescent City Bay. North of California were Coos Bay, the 
Columbia River mouth, and Grays Harbor. These had bars that inflicted an impressive 
number of casualties upon ships and sailors. 

The solution was to build facilities for handling lumber in the tiny out ports that lined the 
coast. In all, perhaps one hundred such outposts, which were disparagingly called "dogholes" 
by sailors, existed at the height oflumber schooner activity. They bore such names as "Nip 
and Tuck," "Hard Scratch" and "Rough and Ready," suggesting their character. Most of the 
firms shipping lumber at these dogholes produced the lumber and then shipped it on chartered 

10 San Francisco Chronicle, 22 May 1952. 
11 Located in File sHD 9757 A5, National Maritime Museum Library, Fort Mason, California. 
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vessels. They would market their lumber and resupply through commission merchants. Since 
it was simply not possible to build wharfage and other facilities at most of these exposed ports 
another way to load cargos had to be found. At some of the river mouths vessels were loaded 
by lighter, but this was rare. Normally, cargos were loaded, and occasionally unloaded, by 
either wooden chutes or wire cables. 

To this task came the doghole schooners and sailors. 

A typical doghole schooner was less than 200 tons since size was a major 
factor for determining if a ship could safely operate along the Redwood Coast, 
and often closer to 100 tons with lumber carrying capacity from 75,000 to 
150,000 board feet. These schooners were made to sail without ballast [ which 
reduced tum around time on their very short trips] .... In the smaller schooners, 
the longer lengths of lumber were stored below decks through bow and stem 
ports .... A shallow shoal or draft allowed the vessel to sail dangerously close to 
shore within feet of a submerged reef or rockbed. 12 

The loading process involved maneuvering the ship into the confines of the doghole and into 
position under a loading chute. The sailors who manned the doghole schooners were, by and 
large, Scandinavians; men who were used to operating in rocky fjords and against strong 
currents. Even with their expertise the dangers remained serious. More than a few schooners 
met their end by a miscalculation at the loading area. Thus, for survival, many a sailing 
schooner captain took to running back and forth between San Francisco and one doghole port 
that he knew by heart. When the ship maneuvered into the doghole the first objective would 
be to make fast to a mooring buoy and chain, which was far enough out from the moorings 
directly under the chute so that the ship would have room to swing without going ashore. 
Once this first toehold had been gained the ship could maneuver into position in the center of 
four mooring points. Sometimes these were four buoys, but they could also be two buoys on 
the seaward side and two iron rings set into the base of the cliff. A ship's boat would be 
dispatched to make lines fast to the rings and buoys. The boat was usually in the charge of the 
second mate, who took the best seamen with him, for this was among the most dangerous of 
duties. It would not take much for the boat to be dashed against the rocks and its occupants 
left to swim to shore. Once the schooner was held under the chute, with lines running from 
port and starboard bow, and port and starboard quarter, the loading process could begin. 

The first technique that was used to deliver lumber to the ships was the wooden or slide chute. 
The slide chute was simply a long wooden trough suspended from towers built onto rock 
outcroppings along the shore. Captain Carl Rydell described the process of loading from a 
chute: 

12 Billy C. Lewis, "Doghole Schooners of the Redwood Coast," located in File pHD 9757 A5 pam, National 
Maritime Museum Library. 
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The lumber is sent down the chute, near the end of which a man operates a 
brake to check the force with which the lumber descends. The seamen stand 
ready to catch the lumber as it leaves the chute .... When the hold is full, the 
deck is loaded, the larger part of the cargo of a lumber schooner going on 
deck. The work goes well enough when the water is comparatively smooth; 
but when the vessel rolls the chute during some moments is high above the 
deck. This makes it difficult for a man below to catch a timber at the right 
instant and to get the right hold. Ifhe makes a simple slip, or if the man at the 
brake does not apply it in time, he may be injured or killed. 
On my first day at Navarro we took on railway ties. Loading ties, which we 
called "sinkers," is particularly hard and dangerous work. If water soaked, as 
they usually are, one of them is as much as a strong man can carry. 13 

"Of course," Rydell added matter-of-factly, "I made a good many mistakes at first, and 
several times I came near being killed before I got the knack ofthejob."14 

Many of the lumber schooners abandoned doghole pickups in the winter as simply too 
dangerous, both to the ship and the crew. Rydell's ship, a steam schooner, did not suspend 
operations after his near fatal mishap. He had been aboard her for three months when he 
caught a sinker with his big toe one rough December day. The result of that incident was two 
weeks in the coast seamen's hospital. On the day of his discharge, he signed on as second 
mate aboard a lumber schooner. 

By the advent of the steam schooners, the wooden slide chutes with their attendant hazards 
were beginning to disappear. Wire cable hoists began to replace them in the 1870s, and by 
1900 slide chutes were all but gone. 15 Wire chutes were simply a long length of steel cable 
run out through the towers to a buoy. After a ship was secured to the mooring buoys, it would 
retrieve the cable from its buoy and rig it aloft, halfway up the mainmast sometimes. About 
1,200 pounds of cargo could then be passed, tramway style, on a platform called the trapeze. 
The wire system was faster. It was also easier to transport cargo in both directions, whereas 
with a slide chute cargo bound from the ship to the mill often had to be landed and then 
dragged up the cliff. Most importantly, because the cargo was taken to the deck and then 
unloaded, this system was far safer than the wooden slide chute. 

Life aboard the lumber schooners was a mixed blessing. The work was hard and dangerous, 
but the pay and food were good, the working conditions informal, and the ports frequent. 
Lumber was loaded one piece at a time and as quickly as possible. Turn around was rapid, 
with San Francisco often less than a day's sail away. Rydell remembered leaving the doghole 
in the evening to arrive at San Francisco the following morning. By the evening of the 

13 Carl Rydell, quoted in Karl Kortum and Roger Olmstead, "Sailing Days on the Redwood Coast," California 
Historical Quarterly (March 1971). 
14 From "On Pacific Frontiers," excerpt located in File sHD 9757 A5, National Maritime Museum Library. 
15 Richard H. Tooker, "A Revised Preliminary Report on the Operation of Slide Chutes on the Mendocino 
Coast," January 1961, located in File sVK 235 L8 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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following day the lumber would be ashore, anything bound for the doghole aboard, and the 
ship underway again. They would arrive at the doghole the next morning to start over, 
meaning that they worked cargo every day. Rydell remembered that the only full night of rest 
that they had was between cargo days in San Francisco; a night that many of them spent on 
the town. 

One compensation for all the work was that a lumber schooner sailor could make up to half 
again what a deepwater sailor made a month. The lumbermen were also sometimes paid extra 
for overtime and Sunday duty. Another compensation was the informal working conditions. 
There were no articles to sign, which helped contribute to the informality that Rydell 
describes: 

It was impossible to maintain on these coasting vessels such discipline as 
prevailed on a deep-water ship, for conditions were entirely different. The 
officers, sometimes including the captain, had to carry lumber with the rest, 
and the men were free to quit at any time. As the vessel would soon lose 
money for her owners ifleft short-handed, it was often necessary to let the 
sailors have their own way. But for the most part, these men did their work 
well. There was plenty of grumbling, but that did not matter so long as the 
work went on. There was seldom any serious trouble. 16 

Captain P. A. McDonald confirms this view of the informality. "There was very little class 
distinction in a lumber drogher such as the [C. A.] THAYER. The mates were the hardest 
workers and could hardly afford to put on class, real or imaginary."17 

Another equalizer was the accommodations. The mates had separate quarters aft but these 
were pitifully small. Since the schooner's crew was no more than five men or so, the 
forecastle was not the crowded, fetid habitat that it was on a deepwater ship. As to the other 
accommodations, McDonald says that, · 

in no American ship I know of was there any facilities, washroom or toilet 
aft for the officers. I am referring to vessels built prior to 1917 or so. 
Underneath the forecastle head there were toilets, such as they were, for the 
officers and for the crew. A most miserable arrangement. As for a craft such 
as the [C. A.] THAYER and others too, with little headroom forward the men 
generally preferred going over the bow.18 

16 "On Pacific Frontiers." 
17 Captain P.A. McDonald, comments on proposed C.A. THAYER written displays for National Maritime 
Museum Curators, located in File sVM 6.5 C3M3 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
18 McDonald, comments. 
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The captain did have a toilet aft, without plumbing, for his exclusive use. He had generous 
accommodations compared to the others on board. He also was able to take his family along 
ifhe desired, though most of the skippers on doghole schooners preferred not to do so for 
safety's sake. 

Rydell remembered that the other great advantage to lumber schooner service was the 
abundance of good food. He remembered morning call with food, morning and afternoon 
coffee with food, and a substantial breakfast, lunch, and dinner. He even remembered that 
"the table was kept set during the night so that any man might help himself."19 This again 
was a steam schooner, which may have had better facilities, but L. E. McK.inlay, who traveled 
aboard C. A. THAYER in 1906 remembered the food. "Oh yes, they had good food. That is 
good, substantial. There was nothing fancy about it. It was good, substantial food."20 A 
lumber schooner sailor ate well so that he could work hard. 

By C. A. THAYER's arrival in 1895 the doghole schooners were rapidly disappearing. There 
were a number of reasons for this. On the simplest level, the steam schooners had started to 
cut into the trade in the 1880s. They had greater capacity, and they had the important 
advantage of maneuverability. They could get in or out no matter what, and they could escape 
to sea in a storm. They also had the advantage of dependability; not as important in the early 
days, but more so as time went on. Lumberyards began to special order cuts oflumber in later 
years. Steam schooners, with their regular and frequent deliveries, also meant that yards did 
not have to take cargo-sized lots of lumber. They could order small, frequent consignments 
and keep a smaller inventory on hand. Steam schooners could also visit numerous dogholes 
quickly and inexpensively, so as to serve more customers effectively. 

In addition, for a variety of reasons, the doghole ports themselves were dying out. The 
California building boom of the 1880s had died down in the 1890s, and while there was a 
modest resurgence in the first years of the twentieth century, particularly after 1906, that trade 
went almost entirely to the steam schooners. Additionally, lumbermen in the interior began 
shipping products over the newly available rail lines. Small mills were springing up in many 
places to answer local demand, while at the same time consolidation was occurring within the 
industry. Remote lumbering was increasingly being handled by large lumber firms, which 
centralized their milling and shipping operations at the few good harbors along the coast. As 
previously noted, the bulk lumber trade, which favored sailing ships, was disappearing. The 
one place the bulk trade still flourished was on overseas runs, but these required large 
capacity ships to tum a profit, ships too large to work the dogholes. Some wire chutes lasted 
into the 1920s, but the dogholes were dying out in the 1890s and the last sailing schooner 
orders were placed around 1905. The choice for those sailing schooners that survived was 
either to make offshore passages around the Pacific or to cut rates and dividends. C. A. 
THAYER was built to meet these new conditions. Too big for the dogholes, she was built to 

19 "On Pacific Frontiers." 
20 L.E. McKinlay, transcript of interview, tape OHC A2, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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run between E. K. Wood's shipping point on Grays Harbor, Washington, and various outlets, 
most notably San Francisco, Hawaii, Fiji, and Guaymas, Mexico. From 1895 to 1903, C. A. 
THAYER made six foreign voyages in the lumber trade. 

C. A. THAYER quickly showed her suitability for the business by answering the triple 
demand of capacity, economy and handiness. C. A. THAYER had outstanding capacity 
relative to her size; with only 390 tons of cargo space she could carry 575,000 board feet of 
lumber. Over half of her cargo went on deck, piled so high that a "lumber reef' in the sails 
was necessary. In her most heavily loaded condition she would have very little freeboard. 
Normally this did not matter because of the buoyancy of her cargo. C. A. THAYER usually 
employed only four sailors, a donkeyman, a cook, two mates, and a captain. The reason for 
the small size of the crew, again, is that her baldheaded rig could be worked easily from the 
deck. A watch on the C. A. THAYER consisted of a mate and two seamen, one of whom 
served as helmsman and the other as lookout. These three men could handle the ship in any 
normal circumstance. 

On March 25, 1904 articles were signed for a voyage from Grays Harbor to Honolulu and 
return. The voyage was made under the command of Ole Monson. Monson had assumed 
command of the C. A. THAYER in 1901, when Captain Lilliquist was promoted to the 
command of a new, larger E. K. Wood ship. Lilliquist had sold his sixteenth part in C. A. 
THAYER to Monson at the change of command. The voyage lasted from April 20 until June 
15. Two mates, a cook, three ABs (able-bodied seamen) and a donkeyman signed on for the 
trip. For this voyage no salary for the captain is indicated, but it was usually substantially 
above what anyone else aboard would make, and in Monson's case he also had his share of 
the profits. The first mate made $60 a month and the second made $50. Something of his 
value is indicated by the fact that the cook also made $60 a month, which was as much as 
anyone else except the captain. The cook also had his own stateroom. In addition to being 
vital for the health and morale of the ship's crew, the cook was probably the hardest working 
man aboard when the vessel was underway.2 1 

The donkeyman was also a special member of the crew. While the ship was underway, he 
would not normally operate the steam donkey engine. Instead, he was the ship's carpenter or 
boatswain. Once the ship arrived, however, he earned his keep. Part of the articles specified 
that the "crew shall load and discharged all cargoes and ballast required by the master."22 

How fast this was done, which directly influenced profits, depended a great deal on the skill 
of the donkeyman. As a result of this his was something of a privileged class; he made $40 a 
month, which was $5 more a month than the ABs made. He and the ABs also received an 
extra $5 per month until the ship was loaded, and he had his own small stateroom aft. In 
respect to their being a privileged class, upon whom the success of the voyage depended, they 

21 Salary figures, located in File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
22 File SVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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have been likened to harpooners.23 Captain Fred Klebingat remembered that, in general, 
donkeymen took great pride in the donkey engine and donkeyroom and kept them clean and 
well maintained. 24 

The donkeyroom was situated in the after end of the forward deckhouse aboard C. A. 
THAYER. The after bulkhead of the deckhouse had a large double door that permitted the 
lifting gear to move freely. The donkeyroom itself featured the donkey engine, which was a 
small boiler, a windlass, and associated lifting gear. The windlass had a gypsy head on either 
side so that cargo could be loaded from either side of the ship. On the starboard bulkhead was 
a fuel bunker for the boiler, which normally burned wood. On the port bulkhead was a 
workbench that was the ship's carpentry and machine shops. On the forward bulkhead was a 
door leading into the galley. It permitted access to the donkeyroom when the after double 
doors were obstructed by the deckload. Water for the boiler was stored in a large steel tank on 
deck along the starboard side of the house. 

One of C. A. THA YER's donkeymen became so quite by accident. L. E. McKinlay had gone 
aboard the ship as a guest of the mate for a run from Hoquiam to San Francisco. The E. K. 
Wood lumber mill was perhaps one mile up the Hoquiam River, and the lumber ships were 
towed up and down the river. After C. A. THAYER had been towed over the bar she had a 
smooth and beautiful run down the coast to San Francisco. Once she made port C. A. 
THAYER went quickly to the E. K. Wood docks, which were located at the head of Channel 
Creek (also known as Mission Creek or Third Street Channel) above the Third and Fourth 
Street bridges.C. A. THAYER set to unloading her urgently needed cargo. She had arrived in 
San Francisco in June 1906, two months after the great earthquake, with the rebuilding in full 
swing. She had unloaded her deck cargo when the second mate, who was also serving as 
donkeyman, quit the ship because he could find better paying work in the city. This left the 
ship paralyzed, and McKinlay, though he had never run a donkey, was quickly conscripted to 
finish the job. He remembered of the donkey, "it was just a little bit of a thing, about the size 
they use in the woods, a water donkey, the kind they use to pump water .... I could fire it in 
two or three minutes with just common stove wood." McKinlay unloaded the hold in four 
days and received $4.50 a day. "That was pretty good money in those days." 25 

Forward of the donkeyroom was the galley. From this small room the entire crew was fed, 
cabin and forecastle alike. The foremast was stepped through the after end of the galley and 
the cook worked around it and hung his pots from it. The cook had a small stateroom on the 
starboard side of the galley. Access to the deck was on the port side. On the forward bulkhead 
was a serving window through which the cook could pass food to the hands in the forecastle 
without having to venture on deck in rough weather. 

23 Tooker, "A Revised Preliminary Report on the Operation of Slide Chutes on the Mendocino Coast." 
24 From the report to the California Department of Parks and Recreation on the history and preservation ofC. A. 
THAYER by the San Francisco Maritime Museum, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National Maritime 
Museum Library. 
25 McK.inlay, transcript of interview. 
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The entire area within the hull of C. A. THAYER was hold space. Therefore, the crew was 
quartered at the forward end of the deckhouse rather than in a more traditional forecastle 
space. Because there were usually only four men in the forecastle gang it was a simple matter 
to build six bunks and a small heating stove into the 11 ' x 8' forecastle area of the forward 
deckhouse. There is some debate as to whether the original door to the forecastle was on the 
forward bulkhead or to starboard or port. Placing it on the forward bulkhead would have kept 
it free of the lumber load stacked up alongside the deckhouse. Crewmen could gain the 
forecastle by crawling over the top of the load. A forward entryway, however, would also 
expose men, as well as the forecastle itself, to incoming seas in rough weather, with the 
possibility of dunking and injuries. Lumber loaded alongside would also obstruct the entrance 
to the galley and donkey room. These last two facts seem to suggest a side door first existed, 
at the expense of a very modest amount of cargo space, and that the present forward door was 
installed only after the space had ceased to serve as a forecastle and had entered into its new 
duty as the boatswain's locker. 

The area between the deckhouse and the cabin was entirely devoted to cargo. Cargo was 
loaded through the hatch or through small ports in the stem. When the area below was full, 
lumber was stacked on top of the hatch. The cabin was built entirely above deck level. The 
roof of the cabin provided a raised poop, which helped the watch see over the deckload. On 
the poop were the helm and compass, as well as a ladder down into the captain's cabin. 
Behind the ladder, where the captain could keep an eye on it, was a small hatch that led into 
the lazarette. To port were the captain's toilet and shower. An overhead tank, filled from the 
poop, supplied water for these. Both utilized the simplest outflow plumbing. 
To starboard was the captain's cabin. This space did triple service as the captain's living area, 
the ship's office and the chartroom. On many occasions the captain's family would 
accompany him, which caused some interesting conflicts with the other uses of the space. 
Carolyn Peterson, young daughter of C. A. THAYER's third commander, Gus Peterson, 
remembered that, "it seems that the charts and chronometer were in the captain's bedroom 
and the captain and mate were stalking in there at all hours to look at them."26 She 
remembered that draw curtains in front of the captain's bunk reduced the disturbance. 
Carolyn Peterson, although only three years old when she left the ship, also remembered 
some details of the cabin including curtains, a sofa, a table, a roll top desk, upholstered chairs, 
built in closets and storage shelves under the bunks. Extra chairs, she recalled, would be 
brought in from the dining room, forward of the cabin, for guests. She also remembered that 
heat came from a small stove in the dining room, so that door had to be kept open as much as 
possible. The short passages that C. A. THAYER often undertook made it practical for wives 
and children to accompany the captain frequently. 

The dining room, or saloon, forward of the cabin, occupied another large slice of the after 
deckhouse. The saloon could seat six comfortably. To starboard of the saloon was the cabin 

26 Mrs. Carolyn Mauer, letter, located in File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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pantry, which while it had no facility to cook food could carry some extra supplies for the 
officers' mess ( and helped to fulfill that other function of a captain, as ambassador and host 
for his company). Also to starboard was a stateroom for the cabin boy, which C. A. THAYER 
never seemed to carry, and a guest stateroom. To port was the passageway leading to the 
saloon and three cabins on the port side. There were two small cabins forward, one for the 
donkeyman and one for the second mate. The passageway did not run through the after 
deckhouse (in order to prevent people from traveling through officers' country), but ended in 
the first mate's cabin, which was as large as the other two plus the width of the passageway. 
The first mate had a larger cabin in part because he had to have a desk upon which to conduct 
his share of the ship's business. 

Although the ship's business did not take her into the dangerous dogholes, Grays Harbor, her 
principal loading port, was a bar harbor with hazards of its own. Otto M. Bratrud remembered 
entering Grays Harbor aboard C. A. THAYER in the spring of 1903: 

The bar when we crossed it seemed like a boiling caldron, the tide and a following 
sea pushing us across, the tops of the seas feathering and foaming a mist and 
wrack above it. Even though we were light we hit the bar a few smacking blows 
but it did not damage our vessel to any extent. 27 

Six months later C. A. THAYER was not so lucky. The Associated Press, Aberdeen, 
November 9, 1903 reported that: 

The schooner C. A. THAYER owned by E.G. Wood and Company [sic], of San 
Francisco has gone ashore on the north spit in the entrance to Grays Harbor. Heavy 
seas were running and tugs were unable to reach her. The extent of her injuries are 
unknown but it is believed that the destruction of the vessel is probable.28 

The Grays Harbor Lifeboat Station logged the following: 

At 9:20 am this vessel having been discovered ashore on Damon point... the 
lifesaving crew launched lifeboat, and, in tow of a tug, proceeded to the place. 
The lifeboat was towed as near to the schooner as safely permitted, and the 
crew then endeavored to pull her, but, after one and a half hours' struggle 
against a strong sea and current, it was found impossible to do so. The tug then 
towed the boat to the station, where the beach apparatus was procured, and the 
tug then conveyed the lifesavers across the bay to the inside of the point, where 
they landed. The keeper then hired a wagon, transported the crew and gear 
across the point to the outside beach, set up the apparatus, fired a line across 
the stranded vessel, and landed the crew of eight men in the breeches buoy. It 

27 Otto M. Bratrud, letter, located in File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
28 File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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was now dark and blowing a gale, and, it being impossible to pull across the 
bay, the crew camped on the beach and returned to the station the next 
morning. At the request of the master [Monson], they went across the bay on 
the 16th and 24th instants and stood by the vessel while her crew were 
endeavoring, with the assistance of a tug; to float her. She was floated on 
December 1. 29 

While she may not have been doomed, she was damaged. C. A. THAYER suffered serious 
damage to her stem section, including the rudder post and deadwood, and she lost her rudder. 
Grays Harbor had no drydock, but Cosmopolis Beach had long been used for careening 
vessels, and there she was restored to sailing condition. The grounding produced the first 
known photograph of C. A. THAYER, high and dry at low tide. 

C. A. THAYER served well in the lumber trade under Captains Lilliquist, Monson, and 
Peterson, but by the time of her fourth commander, Captain Fred Scott, her days as a lumber 
schooner were coming to an end. C. A. THAYER sat idle in the East Bay for much of 1908, 
unable to get a charter, due in part to the panic of 1907. When C. A. THAYER resumed work, 
Scott proved an able captain. One witness said of him, 

you watched Captain Scott dock a ship, you wondered if there was anything 
hard about it. The man would never raise his voice - but he had full command 
of the ship every minute. He brought the ship in slow, but he did the job 
fast.30 

Captain Scott would need all of the skill he could muster when he took her out of Grays 
Harbor for San Francisco on 5 January 1912 with a full load oflumber, his wife, and seven 
men. Three days into the voyage, when the ship was about fifty miles west of the Columbia 
River entrance, she was hit by a heavy southeast gale. The rolling and pitching of the vessel 
caused her to open up at the seams. At first, only hand pumping in regular shifts seemed 
necessary, but upon inspection Captain Scott discovered that the water was rising faster than 
it was being pumped out; the leak itself could not be found. The ship continued south for the 
next six days fighting the leak with hand pumps and the donkey engine, but eventually the 
hand pumps clogged and the donkey ran out of fresh water. C. A. THAYER was left helpless 
and awash, supported only by the buoyancy of her deckload. Mrs. Scott became a heroine in 
the San Francisco press by keeping up morale with jokes and songs, and feeding bread and 
coffee to the crew at the pumps and her husband lashed to the helm. The donkey was disabled 
for five days and the hand pump for four, with repairs not possible because of water in the 
hold. On 13 January, about twenty miles west of the Humboldt Bar, C. A. THAYER was 
sighted by the steamer PRESIDENT, which came alongside. Scott asked that a wireless 
message be sent to Eureka requesting a tug, and that Mrs. Scott be taken off. She was not 

29 File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
30 Burnham Graham, located in File sVM C3 M3 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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inclined to leave, however, and told her husband that ifhe went down with the ship, so would 
she. PRESIDENT departed assuming a tug from Eureka would render assistance. The Eureka 
tug was bar bound by the heavy seas, however, and C. A. THAYER had to wait out another 
anxious night alone. When morning came the steamer J.B. STETSON arrived on the scene 
and agreed to take C. A. THAYER in tow. Four men from J.B. STETSON were put aboard to 
help with the pumps. The two vessels arrived in San Francisco Bay on 16 January 1912; C. A. 
THAYER with twenty-six inches of water in her hold. 

Even in the late days of sail and lumber schooners C. A. THAYER had doubtless made a 
profit for her owners, but now the owners of J.B. STETSON filed a $9,000 salvage claim on 
the ship. That plus the cost of repairs simply made it too expensive for C. A. THAYER to stay 
in the lumber business, and she was laid up in Oakland. In the spring of 1912 Peter M. Nelson 
purchased C. A. THAYER for his Alaskan salmon salting operations. "He got her for a song," 
said Harry Nelson, "I don't remember how much it was -- $8,000, 12, or something like 
that."31 The purchase price, which all seem to feel was around $10,000, suggests that Nelson 
paid the salvage claim and made repairs to the vessel, at which point ownership was 
transferred. On 28 April 1912, C. A. THAYER departed San Francisco for Bristol Bay, 
Alaska for her first salt salmon season. 

Peter M. "Whitehead Pete" Nelson arrived in San Francisco in the 1890s. He had been 
employed as a beach boss, in charge of processing and packing the catch, for the C. E. 
Whitney company in Alaska. In 1902 Whitney sold out to the Alaska Packers Association, 
which canned rather than salted its salmon. They offered Nelson a job for the 1902 season, 
but he decided to strike out on his own, and by 1912, when he purchased C. A. THAYER, his 
company was the largest salmon salting operation in Alaska. In 1909 Nelson had purchased 
the 835-ton bark W. B. FLINT for his operations, but he sold her in January of 1910. After 
not packing in 1911 (he had sold his first packing site to Alaska Fisherman's Packing 
Company), he returned to the trade with C. A. THAYER in 1912. By that time the 
Commissioner of Fisheries had noted in one of his reports that 

Salting Salmon is a declining industry, due largely to better and more popular 
methods of preparing salmon for market (such as canning, freezing and mild 
curing) and to the improvement of facilities for marketing the fresh fish. 32 

Nelson kept salting salmon, in spite of the trend, until he retired and sold his business in 1925. 
In 1958 Adolf Danielson recalled Nelson: 

He was a good guy to work for -- happy-go-lucky -- then he'd get sick and you 
wouldn't see him for a few days. He had a bad stomach, but he couldn't leave 

31 Harry Nelson, transcript of interview in preservation report, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v. 1-4, National 
Maritime Museum Library. 
32 Report of Commissioner of Fisheries, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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the liquor alone. I remember him just like it was yesterday -- tall, slim, snow 
white hair. 33 

The use of C. A. THAYER to supply Nelson's salt salmon operations was a good choice. 
Many sailing ships were finding a second wind in the Alaskan fishing industries after 
steamships had driven them out of other occupations. They were well suited to the demands 
of the Alaskan salting and canning industries. Alaskan salmon operations were thousands of 
miles from either Puget Sound or San Francisco Bay. There was little skilled local labor, and 
nothing in the ways of local canning or salting supplies. Everything had to be imported for the 
start of the season, and the product exported at its conclusion. Sailing ships had the capacity 
necessary to the task, and were not penalized by the disadvantage forcing them from other 
trades. 

Since ships departed San Francisco and Puget Sound well before the 
beginning of the season and there was no economic necessity for their speedy 
return in the fall, the steamship offered small advantages, particularly when 
stout old sailing vessels could be had cheap.34 

The cost of labor was higher than it had been at the tum of the century. Fishermen were paid 
in part with a flat monthly rate, but mainly with a sum based on the catch, the extra month of 
sailing at each end of the season cost the owners very little. Fisherman Gus Carlson recalled: 

We got regular wages for our work, and so much per fish. We got about $35 
per month and a percentage of the fish. I made about $1,800 in that [season]. 
Them days it was big money. I bought a boat and built a little home over in 
Oakland.35 

Another man, a captain for the Alaska Packer's Association, the canning company 
combination formed in 1893 to regulate industry output, remembered wages and conditions in 
1902, before the fishermen's union was formed: 

each gill-net, beach or trapman received $50 for the run. They did all kinds of 
work besides manning the ship for this running money, such as, when ashore 
in Alaska, they built fish wharfs, and fish traps, yes even the cannery itself. 
Besides the running money, each boat received two cents per fish caught and 
brought to the tally station, which was one cent per salmon per man, as there 
were two men in the boat. The season's pay for beachmen or trapmen, was 

33 Adolph Danielson, transcript of interview, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4 National Maritime Museum 
Library. 
34 From the report to the California Department of Parks and Recreation, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v. 1-4, 
National Maritime Museum Library. 
35 Gus Carlson, transcript of interview, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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based onthe number of cases put up, that is; a certain percentage for each 
case of salmon put up, in addition to their running money.36 

Beachmen could also be paid, as they were in Nelson's case, "average boat" or "high boat" 
depending upon their value to the operation. Another advantage to the use of a sailing ship in 
the trade was that the salmon fishermen sailed her. With a steamship a crew had to be hired, 
and then either kept in Alaska for the season to no purpose, or returned south at added cost. 

Unionization had come to the Alaskan salmon industry with the formation of the Alaska 
Fisherman's Union in 1902. As there was no local labor supply and salmon fishing required 
some skill, the union was fairly effective in pressuring the Alaska Packers' Association. By 
1919 run money was up to $180 and King Salmon were bringing 40 cents each. Fishermen 
were also paid overtime for working more than eight hours a day before and after the season. 
During the 1920s the union gained the concession of not having to act as sailors during transit 
to and from Alaska, at which point the old sailing ships were retired and steamships were 
chartered for each passage. The beach gangs had less success in organizing. The owners used 
Chinese labor (the Chinese worked hard and put up with just about anything) until Chinese 
immigration was restricted, then went to other minorities including Japanese, Filipinos, 
Mexicans, and some Negroes. Mechanization reduced the demand for human labor of any 
sort after the turn of the century. Fifteen to twenty men in a dressing gang were replaced by 
the line canning machine ( called the "iron chink") which did everything from cutting the fish 
to cooking the cans. Mechanization also radically increased cannery output; what had been a 
season's pack in the early days now became daily capacity. 

As with so much else in the Alaskan salmon trade, what was true in the case of the canneries 
was not true of Pete Nelson's saltery. There were several reasons why unionization never 
caught on at Nelson's operation. Size was obviously one. Nelson's operations were never 
large enough to make unionization very practical or very necessary. While the large canneries 
employed hundreds, Nelson probably never employed seventy-five men in a season. To call 
Pete Nelson "management" would be a great distortion. By all accounts, problems were 
solved directly, without organization on either side. Another thing besides size that permitted 
this was ethnic homogeneity. Pete Nelson and most of the men who worked for him came 
from Oland Island off of the coast of Sweden. Nelson used to recruit men from a bar on East 
Street in San Francisco called the Oland King Bar (the man who owned it was called the 
Oland King), where all of the Oland Islanders gathered. This familiarity eliminated the ethnic 
tensions that were a part of other cannery operations, and produced a similarity of background 
and outlook that reduced the need for a union. A final factor making the Nelson operation 
attractive, at least to the fishermen, was that Nelson set a higher fish limit per boat, which 
prevented the processing line from being swamped. When the catch first began Nelson set no 
limit and for a time the fishermen caught whatever they could. When Nelson set his limit, it 
was much higher than that set by the canneries, because Nelson used fewer boats in his 

36 Located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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operation. Fisherman Carl Johnson remembered catching 5,400 fish on an unlimited day and 
then a limit of 3,000 fish per day, half again or more the limit the canneries set. What this 
meant, according to Johnson, was that Nelson had his choice of the best fishermen. 37 

Those fishermen worked hard for their money. They went out during the run, two to a boat. 
Their gillnet boats were usually of the Columbia River type, which was a double-ended, 
roundbottomed, centerboard sailing vessel. This type was about 25' long, around 8' in beam, 
with a short deck at each end. She could be sailed or rowed, and cost around $200 in 1900. 
According to Gus Carlson: 

They were regular whale boats, no engines in them. We just had sails and 
oars -- had to use your muscles, you know. We worked two men in a boat, all 
night and all day, slept in the boat. We'd sleep up in the bow with the canvas 
over, and the little Primus stove between us. One night my leg got too near 
the stove, and my pants leg caught fire. 38 

The fishermen slept in the boat because there was no time to waste in season. 

While we were up there we lived in the boat. There was a shack ashore it the 
station where we could cook and eat, but we stayed pretty close to the boat. 
When the salmon were running, we had to be right there, had to make our 
stake.39 

If the fishermen were ashore or sleeping, they were not fishing and consequently not earning 
money. Carl Johnson remembered once, in 1918 he thought, when his and another boat fished 
together for five days and nights with no limit. Nobody slept. When the fish were running, the 
opportunity simply could not be missed. "You throw the net, time to pull it in .... [it] is full of 
fish. Oh in them days, them years, there were fish."40 In his best season Johnson caught 
44,000 fish in eighteen days, for which he earned $1,600. 

Nelson used around twenty gillnet boats, which fished until they had filled his requirements. 
Nets could either be run out and then hauled into the boat or, in a restricted waterway, one 
end of the net could be taken ashore and dragged up the beach. The catch was then either run 
to the wharf at the saltery or to wharves in remote areas. At the wharf the catch would be 
tallied and gutted, then thrown into a holding tank. At the remote wharves they would be 
transferred to barrels and loaded onto a tender, which would run them down to the saltery. 

Once the fish arrived at the saltery the processing gang took over. After a fish entered the 

37 Carl Johnson, transcript of interview, located in File upSH 349 J6, National Maritime Museum Library. 
38 Gus Carlson, transcript of interview, located in File VM 6.5 c33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
39 Gus Carlson, transcript of interview 
4° Carl Johnson, transcript of interview. 
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assembly line, it was grabbed by a "header" who removed the head and tail, and passed the 
fish to a "splitter." The splitter removed the backbone and opened it into halves. He passed it 
to a "slimer" who removed undesirable parts and cleaned it. The slimer threw it onto a 
wheelbarrow, which was taken to the salting tanks. There were normally two splitters, two 
headers and two "salters" in a dressing gang. When the wheelbarrows arrived at the tanks, 
which were about eight in number and perhaps 10' in diameter and 8' deep, the fish were 
thrown down to the salters, who stood in the tanks. They distributed each fish so as to get as 
many in the tank as possible, then salted each fish. The fish were allowed to cure in the warm 
brine until the end of the season, when they were removed, washed, and repacked into 200 
pound capacity barrels knocked together by the cooper and filled with brine. These were 
sealed, stamped with the company information, and sent down to San Francisco on C. A. 
THAYER for distribution. Repacking the salmon was not a popular job, because it was hard 
work for which the men received only their monthly wage. 

The voyage of 1918 was atypical in that it was Pete Nelson's most successful. C. A. 
THAYER was outfitted for Alaska in Oakland Creek after her return from an Australian 
voyage on 2 April. Outfitting included loading her with about 100 tons of salt, which left her 
"practically half full of salt." Also, as usual, "a temporary platform was built in the fore part 
of the hold with bunks to sleep the 30 fishermen."41 The fishermen's bunks were constructed 
of rough lumber and were usually removed from the ship and the lumber put to some other 
use after she had arrived at Bristol Bay. C. A. THAYER also loaded other supplies necessary 
to salting salmon, including barrel staves and hoops, "nets, ropes, cork lines, lead lines, all 
that.. .. "42 

On 3 May 1918 C. A. THAYER departed San Francisco for Bristol Bay under the command 
of Oscar Jacobson. Victor Jacobson, his brother, served as mate. Carl Johnson remembered 
that there were eighteen fishermen and about twelve to fifteen men in the dressing gang. The 
voyage was uneventful, save for a five day period when C. A. THAYER was stranded in the 
ice at Unimak Pass. When icebound, the captain would conn his ship from the fore crosstree 
so that he could search for openings in the ice. Gus Carlson also remembered the food being 
uneventful, "salt salmon and potatoes one day, and potatoes and salt salmon the next day just 
for a change."43 Crewmen would attempt to improve their fare when free of the ice by fishing 
for cod. 

C. A. THAYER arrived at Bristol Bay in about one month and the company began to work. 
The first thing was to make repairs to the gillnet boats, which had lain on the beach all winter. 
Once that was done the fishing began. It was a good year. The salmon run was early and large 
and it came all at once. The canneries were quickly inundated and the excess was taken up by 
the salteries. Nelson's operation was flooded with fish. His splitter, Ed Nelson, split 10,000 

41 Trott, Schooner That Came Home. 
42 Carl Johnson, transcript of interview. 
43 Trott, Schooner That Came Home. 
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fish in one day. "Nobody up there could touch that no time. Ten thousand fish in all, that's 
going some."44 Normally a splitter managed about 6,000 fish in a day. Soon enough the job 
was done, remembered Carl Johnson: 

When Pete filled up these big round tanks, these salting tanks, when he had them 
all full, then he couldn't do anything more -- that was the end of it.. .. He had to 
figure so many barrels to have on hand to fill them in, you see, and that's all. He 
had a limit of how many to pack up. Then he call us in. Of course, you was glad 
to get home, when we had a good season we was satisfied. 45 

The company spent about three weeks putting up about 9,000 barrels of salted salmon. That 
was the largest salt salmon pack of the season as well as Nelson's largest ever. Due to 
wartime inflation, red salmon was selling for $18 a barrel, which was a healthy increase 
over the previous year ($16.50), but it was not proportional to the increase in the costs of 
the factors of production. Salt was as high as $8.50 a ton, barrels cost as much as $3 a ton, 
and an ordinary laborer earned $100 a month and board.46 

The pack was too large for C. A. THAYER to carry back to San Francisco. Four thousand 
barrels were entrusted to the Northwest Fisheries Company ship A. J. FULLER. C. A. 
THAYER departed for San Francisco loaded to capacity; the hold was full and barrels were 
stacked on deck three deep. Sometimes C. A. THAYER carried back cargoes besides salted 
salmon. 

C. A. THAYER ... which arrived from Bristol Bay late Thursday night.. .. 
carried 8,183 skins, the majority being otter, mink and muskrat. Nelson 
conducted a successful trading venture and succeeded in bringing back a 
satisfactory catch. 47 

On her 1918 return, as often happened, C. A. THAYER encountered rough weather. 

This is rough, coming home in the fall. Rough sea. And she's loaded. Sea all 
over, because she was like a submarine when she was loaded. Schooner 
always low in the water you know .... she was very wet.48 

One frequent member of the expedition was Mrs. Nelson, wife of the owner, who, while she 
sometimes cooked at the station, did not cook aboard ship, 

44 Carl Johnson, transcript of interview. 
45 Carl Johnson, transcript of interview. 
46 Figures are from a chronology of Nelson's salmon saltery, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National 
Maritime Museum Library. 
47 San Francisco Examiner, 13 September 1913, quoted in File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum 
Library. 
48 Carl Johnson, transcript of interview. 
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because I get seasick and I get in bed. Even when there was no storm. One time 
there was a storm. The cabin had a sofa and a rocking chair and some kind of 
bureau -- nice furniture. And they got loose, and come roaring in49 

C. A. THAYER arrived back in San Francisco without damage in 1918, and on 20 October 
departed Ft. Bragg for Sydney, Australia, where she arrived on 16 December, with 464,000 
feet of Redwood lumber. Part ofNelson's largest catch was, however, to be returned to the 
sea when A. J. FULLER was rammed and sunk by a Japanese freighter in Puget Sound, on 30 
October. She took with her the 4,000 barrels of salt salmon, valued at $75,900, which C. A. 
THAYER could not carry back from Alaska. 

C. A. THAYER made four voyages to Australia for Peter Nelson. These were made after the 
1915, 1916, 1917, and 1918 fishing seasons, because the wartime shortage of shipping made 
it possible to tum a fair profit from the ventures. There was just enough time to fit an 
Australian voyage in between fishing seasons. If the ship left for Australia in October she 
could be back in March, which permitted enough time for a refit before her departme fur 
Bristol Bay the following month. In a sense this was a step back in time for C. A. THAYER, 
as it turned her into a lumber schooner again. The cargo to Australia was Redwood or pine. 
The cargo on return was small amounts of hardwoods, copra (dried coconut, used for coconut 
oil), or coal. Coal and copra were good for ballast even if they were not big money makers. 

In 1915, the American Trading Company chartered C. A. THAYER from Grays Harbor to 
Sydney, Australia with a cargo of 12" x 12" construction timbers, and return from Newcastle 
to San Francisco with coal. Emil Anderson was master, with Ole Lee as first mate and an old 
Swede named Hanson as second mate. She carried, in addition, a cook, a carpenter who also 
served as donkeyman, and four ABs. C. A. THAYER loaded at the Aberdeen shingle mill for 
about a week and then departed. They arrived in Australia sixty-seven days later. In Australia 
she went to the dock to unload the lumber, then loaded coal under chutes. All of the crew 
stayed with the ship during her stay in Australia, as there was good money to be made on the 
salmon run when they returned. On the return trip C. A. THAYER impressed Anderson, who, 
with Nelson's permission, had had a square yard, with split squaresail, installed on the 
foremast: 

My God she made good time. Coming home, running before the wind], she 
made 13 miles an hour -- for 48 hours. Was blowing too. Of course we only 
had 300 tons of coal in her for ballast. This was passing New Zealand -
South of New Zealand.50 

49 Mrs. Peter M. Nelson, quoted in Roger Olmstead, "C.A. Thayer and the Pacific Lumber Schooners," 20-31. 
50 Emil Anderson, transcript of interview, located in File up VM 6.5 C3 l, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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Lee recalled that "the head of the sail was bent to iron hoops traveling over the yard."51 

Anderson remembered sighting no ships on the voyage home from Australia; nonetheless, the 
voyage was not without excitement. The ship leaked rather badly from Australia all the way 
to Honolulu. The crew spent its "off duty" time at the pumps until C. A. THAYER reached 
the trade winds and the master could lash the helm, which permitted the sailors standing 
watch to sleep on deck. Once some of the coal was removed at Honolulu the leaking stopped 
and the ship was able to proceed to San Francisco without further trouble. Another 
unfortunate event was the injury of a sailor in a fall of about fifteen feet while he was trying 
to rerig the square sail. The man suffered a broken ankle, which Anderson tried 
unsuccessfully to set. Anderson then put the man into his own bunk for the remainder of the 
voyage. Six weeks later, when the ship made San Francisco, the leg was rebroken and set. 
During the voyage the crew of C. A. THAYER subsisted on salt salmon (which went bad 
after they crossed the Equator) salt beef, salt pork, corned beef, canned goods, and 7 tons of 
potatoes, which were stored in the lazarette. ABs made $35 a month for the voyage. 

While the ship was in Australia in 1915, the first mate, 25 year-old Ole Lee, met a girl named 
Millie. When it came time for the 1918 voyage to Australia, Ole Lee explained why he agreed 
to work as skipper. 

In September 1918 I met Peter Nelson. I was the captain of the S.S. San 
Pedro running to Mexico for the Gulf Mail Steamship Company, and he 
asked me if I would take the schooner down to Australia. He made the offer 
so lucrative I couldn't refuse. He offered me $250.00 per month, that I could 
take my family along, and he would supply all our extra food for the family. 
So I came home and told my wife [Millie] the news. She jumped at the 
chance to return to her home to show the family the baby, with the result I 
took the schooner and signed the wife on as purser. 52 

Ole's brother Trigve signed on as first mate, along with the usual complement of crew. The 
schooner was towed to Fort Bragg by S.S. ARCTIC of Union Lumber Company and loaded 
with Redwood for Bums, Philp and Company of Sydney. She departed on 9 October 1918 
and headed due south until off San Diego, where she turned southwest, arriving in Sydney 
sixty-six days later. In Sydney the hold was filled with copra and a small deckload of 
hardwood and coal was loaded. 

Millie Lee remembered this Australian trip as a highlight of her life. She learned a little 
seamanship and navigation while aboard. Her infant son, George, learned to crawl, walk, talk, 
sing sea chanties, and swear aboard C. A. THAYER. 

51 Ole Lee, letter, located in File sVM 6.5 C3 M3 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
52 Ole Lee, letter dated 4 March 1957, located in File sVM 6.5 C3 M3 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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The crew were very fond of George and we never needed to worry. They all 
helped him to have fun .... His father made a canvas jacket and fixed it so we 
could put a rope through grommets and tie him up, giving him just so much 
scope.53 

Another of Captain Lee's inventions was a canvas chute rigged under the mainsail to catch 
fresh water. The chute led into a barrel under the boom. "Freshwater all you wanted, all the 
time .... Water off the house gets slimy very quick, but water off the sail is clean."54 Millie 
remembered that Ole used some of that water to give George a bath in a pork barrel in the 
mornings, weather permitting. 

C. A. THAYER also carried twenty-four chickens and a rooster on this trip. A chicken house 
was built ashore and lashed to the cabin roof. Millie remembered fresh eggs every morning 
and the occasional roasted chicken for dinner. She also recalled that during the night the 
mates would gather up any flying fish that came aboard, clean them and put them in the 
galley, so fresh fish sometimes greeted them at the breakfast table. 

C. A. THAYER arrived in Sydney on 16 December, loaded with 421 tons of copra and 254 
pieces of hardwood, and departed for San Francisco on 9 January 1919. "It was kind of hard 
to leave and see my dear loved ones on the wharf," the Australian Millie remembered. She 
found it "much nicer" on the return trip because C. A. THAYER had almost no deck load, 
and they had full use of the deck. The voyage itself was more of an adventure than the 
outbound trip. Captain Lee took his ship south around New Zealand and ran into the worst 
weather of the trip. 

Everything was battened down on deck and it was hard to stand or sit 
anywhere. We lost one suit of canvas and almost lost the second one. We 
were all relieved when the blow was all over and we could get back to 
enjoying life on the mighty ocean.55 

What Ole Lee, who doubled as the ship's sailmaker, remembered of the storm was "sewing 
all the time -that's all I done."56 Once clear of the storms C. A. THAYER hit the doldrums. 
"It was terrible. Not a breath of air. We drifted back and forth for days until we caught a rain 
squall."57 Eventually C. A. THAYER found the southeast tradewinds, but she did not arrive 
back in San Francisco until 1 April, after an eighty-four day passage. One month later she was 
on her way to Bristol Bay. 

53 Millie Lee, "Johnson and Joseph Clipper," July 1970, 12. 
54 Ole Lee, located in File sVM 6.5 C3, National Maritime Museum Library. 
55 Millie Lee, "Johnson and Joseph Clipper," July 1970. 
56 Ole Lee, in Roger Olmstead's "CA Thayer and the Pacific Lumber Schooners." 
57 Ole Lee, quoted in File sVM 6.5 C3 M3 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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C. A. THAYER's salmon salting days were coming to an end by 1919. The industry, in 
decline since around 1910, was revived by the First World War. The Pack of 1918 had been 
the largest ever, at 57,000 barrels, but the industry faded quickly after that. In 1918, 815 men 
were employed in Alaskan salmon salting, 267 in 1919, and 157 in 1920. After his record 
pack of nine thousand barrels in 1918, Nelson packed but 1,136 barrels in 1919, 1,200 in 
1920, and 1,946 in 1921. In 1922 Nelson salted more salmon than anyone else in the peak 
postwar year, but it amounted to only 4,749 barrels. Nelson continued to salt for another two 
years, in the face of increasing regulation, reduced yields, and low prices. In 1924 C. A. 
THAYER was valued at $10,000 in Fisheries Commission statistics.58 

By the mid 1920s, Peter Nelson was thinking of retirement when A and P Products 
Corporation expressed interest in the facility, since they wished to enter the salmon canning 
business. On 7 February 1925, A and P Products Corporation announced the complete buyout 
of the Nelson properties, including his two salteries on the Igushik and Nushagak Rivers, 
sixteen of his gillnet boats, and C. A. THAYER. Harry Nelson gives the purchase price as 
$78,000 for properties purchased in 1912 for $5,000.59 By mid June A and P had a three line 
cannery in operation on Squaw Creek, Nushagak River. 

C. A. THAYER lay idle only briefly. On 13 April 1925, A and P Products Corporation sold 
C. A. THAYER to Pacific Coast Codfish Company, of Paulsbo, Washington, for the sum of 
$1. 60 Why A and P decided to sell her for only a dollar is unknown, perhaps they simply wrote 
her off. A and P may never have taken possession of the vessel. Captain John Edward Shields, 
principal owner of Pacific Coast Codfishing, looked the vessel over in Hanlon's Yard in 
Oakland in February and arranged to buy her. Shields was in a hurry to depart and single
handedly covered the bilge with a new floor consisting of about 100 cross planks in two or 
three days time. He then filled the hold with salt and departed for Puget Sound on 3 March. 
The transfer of ownership was completed in Seattle, and C. A. THAYER stood out of Puget 
Sound for the Bering Sea and another career on 26 April 1925. She returned on 18 September 
with 256,160 fish, the largest catch of the Puget Sound codfishing fleet. 

The Pacific cod is almost the same as its Atlantic cousin. They roam the Pacific, but the best 
codfishing grounds were in the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea off of the Alaskan 
Peninsula. The first fishing forays into the area were made in 1863, and in 1865 six San 
Francisco based schooners fished in the Sea of Okhotsk. The trade lasted from that year until 
1950, with C. A. THAYER bringing it to a close as the last commercial sailing vessel on the 
Pacific Coast. None of the ships in the trade was built for that purpose. "The available supply 
of antique coastwise sailing vessels was always adequate to the demands of the codfishery."61 

Pacific codfishing flourished in spite of serious competition from the Atlantic codfishing 

58 Figures from File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
59 Harry Nelson, excerpt of interview, located in File VM 6.5 C33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
60 HDC 36, National Maritime Museum Library. 
61 Author Unknown, from section titled "CA Thayer and the North Pacific Codfishery," located in File VM 6.5 
C33 v.1-4, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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industry and Japanese fishing efforts. There was always a basic demand in the western United 
States for salt cod. After heavy competition at the tum of the century, the industry saw 
stabilization when fishing and processing fell to three or four companies in Puget Sound and 
San Francisco. 

J. E. Shields was born on 25 September 1881 in Ontario, Canada. He was part owner of 
Offshore Shipping Company and of Pacific Coast Codfishing Company from its inception in 
1911. He became sole owner in 1928. According to Andy Shields, his nephew, Shields had 
never been to sea before 1914. In that year he purchased the schooner RUBY for the lumber 
trade, but he encountered difficulties in trying to get insurance for the vessel. In those risky 
wartime days, so the story goes, the insurance company figured Shields was trying to 
purchase insurance so that he could collect on it. The company agreed to cover the vessel if 
Shields would go along on her voyages. Shields agreed, appointed himself master, hired a 
navigator to get him around, and entered the lumber trade. He kept up the practice of hiring 
navigators, and may have a claim to uniqueness in having never gone to sea in capacity other 
than master. Shields made his first codfishing voyage in 1933 aboard one of his other sailing 
ships, SOPHIE CHRISTENSON, and he came back with a record catch. 

C. A. THAYER made seven consecutive annual voyages to the Bering Sea starting in 1925, 
all of them under the command of Captain John Grotle. The annual catch averaged around 
250,000 fish, with a record of 302,000 in 1931. Fisherman Dan McEachern set an individual 
record on that voyage with a catch of 20,330. In 1925 fishermen received one twelfth of a 
cent per pound (dry weight) for those taking fewer than 7,000 fish, five eighths of a cent per 
pound for 7-9,000 fish, and three fourths of a cent per pound for those talking over 9,000 fish. 
First splitter and salter were paid $135 per month, seconds got $95, and other dress gang 
members got $40. 

A northern season began for Pacific Coast Codfish well before the season itself. In the early 
spring the company's sailing ships were hauled out of the water, either at a drydock or onto 
the beach at the plant, and had their bottoms scraped. The number of ships that went north 
every year varied. Generally, it was one or two, but one year J.E. Shields had four ships 
working in Alaska. Each ship received a coat of copper anti-fouling paint and whatever else it 
needed. After her return to the company pier, she was rerigged, which usually took about 
three weeks. Shields had a sail loft at his plant and some of the crew was employed there 
during the winter in sail repair. Finally, she was loaded with 200-300 tons of salt in the hold 
in bulk, and provisioned. The provisioning was substantial, as the ship and its thirty men 
would be kept at sea for five months with only a mid-season landing to take water. Part of the 
provisioning problem was eased by the practice of living off of the catch, which was 
practical, if monotonous. After the provisioning, as soon after the first of April as possible, 
the ship departed. 
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Everybody in town come down to see us off. Our plant is in a small town of 
about two thousand people. The butcher, the Chief of Police, so fourth are 
down. Also my wife is on the dock; my family. 62 

C. A. THAYER was towed north out of Puget Sound and the Strait of Juan de Fuca by a tug. 
After the schooner was set adrift from the tug, the crew raised the sails using a gas powered 
winch and set a course for northern waters. 

It's a very remarkable feeling when the vessel is towed out like this. You'd 
been working all winter on what feels like a dead barge. Once you get out on 
the ocean, the vessel comes entirely to life. It's like a new entity being born. 
From then the vessel has an altogether different meaning to the sailor than 
when it is tied to the dock. 63 

On the voyage north the crew spent the stormy days working the vessel and the nice days 
preparing fishing equipment and building fish processing cribs onto the deck. After 
something like four weeks the vessel would arrive at the fishing grounds, 1,800 miles distant. 

The schooners themselves went into the Bering Sea, in the summertime only, 
and started fishing just inside the [Unimak] pass, around Dublin Bay, and 
then we'd keep on moving north .... 64 

The ship tried to anchor on the bank in around 25 fathoms of water. 

There wasn't any limit in depth, but the fishermen had a limit of their own: If 
it was too deep they wouldn't fish there .... I was paid by tonnage and I went 
along with the fishermen; otherwise you came home broke. 65 

Cod are bottom fish and, to a certain point, the deeper the bottom the better the fish. The 
deeper bottom, however, also meant more work for the fishermen hauling lines. Another 
factor, which was beyond control, was the weather. In bad weather the fish tended to go deep 
offshore, while in nice weather, they moved to the easily fished shallows. "Nice" weather was 
relative, however, as the following quote reveals. 

[The] Bering Sea is very cold even in the summer, and we had to wear heavy 
clothing all the time .... We had small stoves in the galley and foe's 'le and also 
the after cabin that burned coal and kept the inside of the vessel warm. 66 

62 Captain J.E. Shields, transcript of comments about film, Tape A68b, National Maritime Museum Library. 
63 J.E. Shields, comments on film, Tape A68b, National Maritime Museum Library. 
64 Thomas 0. "Codfish" Thomasen, comments, quoted in File VM 6.5 C33 v. 1-4, National Maritime Museum 
Library. 
65 Thomas Thomasen, comments. 
66 Ed Shields, letter to schoolboy, located in File sVM 6.5 C3 M3 pam, National Maritime Museum Library. 
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Once C. A. THAYER had anchored, the crew went to the fishing schedule. No regular 
watches were stood; during the day there were always members of the dress gang on deck and 
at night one man stood security watch. Breakfast was called at 0400. The fishermen slept and 
worked in the fishermen's foc's'le, which had been built into the forward end of the hold. 
This area accommodated most of the crew, but was neither very spacious nor very private. By 
0430 breakfast was over and the fishermen had gathered provisions and gone to their dories. 

C. A. THAYER carried fourteen dories, which were purchased from a Massachusetts 
boatbuilder and shipped in by railcar. Pacific Coast Codfish also purchased some dories from 
Marysville, Washington, but these were discovered to be not as handy as the Massachusetts 
dories. Twelve of the dories were carried in davits on each side of the ship. Two spares were 
carried on deck, one of which was hoisted out for the thirteenth fisherman, an operation that 
could be an adventure in any kind of weather. The fourteenth boat was kept in reserve, to 
replace the first boat damaged beyond repair. If a second boat was damaged beyond repair the 
fisherman responsible for the damage was out ofluck. 

Even as late as the 1930s, dorying, which had been around since at least the Middle Ages, was 
still the best way to catch codfish. Every dory, a 19' long vessel that was completely 
self-sufficient for the duration of her voyage, carried the following equipment: one pair of 
oars, one jib, one foresail and boom, one wooden boat bailer, one compass, one small windlass 
(called a gurdy) with 120 fathoms of small anchor line, one small anchor, one pair of nippers 
(rubber bands used on the hands for hauling fish lines), two fishing lines with sinkers and 
hooks, one bait knife, one gaff hook, one wooden lunchbox, and a one gallon jug of water. 
With this equipment the dorymen were all lowered away before 0500. The dorymen rowed or 
sailed one to five miles away from the ship to begin fishing. They were always very careful to 
move off to windward as it would simply not be possible to row or sail a loaded, flat-bottomed 
dory upwind to return to the ship. Even rowing upwind with an empty dory was an act of some 
skill: 

You might notice how stable the dory rides when it has a load of fish in it.. .. 
A man can stand on the gunwale of the dory and it will be perfectly stable, it 
wouldn't want to tip down at all. When the dory is empty it's a very 
[unstable] boat and it takes a man well experienced with it to be able to stay 
aboard.67 

Shields last used sailing dories in 1928, after which his dories were powered with twelve 
horsepower outboard motors, but they still went off upwind in case of engine failure. Besides 
their sailing skills, fishermen also depended for their survival upon such skills as being able to 
locate the ship in fog by the noise of her seagulls, and being able to read various natural signs, 

67 J.E. Shields, comments on film. 
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which predicted approaching storms and other hazards. Even with the relative proximity of the 
mother ship, natural hazards would occasionally take the life of a doryman. 

The fisherman, when he reached a spot that felt right, anchored or drifted. He baited lines that 
hung over each quarter of the vessel, with hooks on them at intervals, and from that point on 
he was either baiting or hauling line. Sometimes it was not even necessary to bait the hooks. 
When full the dory would carry something like 320 fish totaling about 3 tons, with only inches 
of freeboard to spare. 

By 0900 the dory returned with its first load. The doryman pitched the fish up on deck, 
secured his boat, and went to lunch. Then the dress gang went to work. They would be at work 
until late at night, for all the fish of that day's catch had to be processed before the processing 
crew knocked off. "On a good day we often caught 8,000 large cod and this would amount to 
about forty to fifty tons of fresh fish."68 There were usually twenty to thirty good fishing days 
in a three and one half month season, so when the fishing was good the dress gangs worked 
fast, especially the splitter: 

He has to pass one every six seconds in order to qualify as a good splitter, and 
keep that up for ten hours a day. He has to do six thousand fish a day, so 
figure it out.69 

From the dress gangs the fish went to the salters in the hold. The man in the hold, 

lays down one fish and then judges how much salt it needs and puts it on that 
particular fish .... for every ton of fish that we produce, it took twelve hundred 
pounds of salt. 70 

The speed with which the dress gang worked was important. The faster the fish went from the 
ocean to the salt, the better the product. While the dress gang worked on steadily, the dorymen 
went out on another run. They left by 1100 and were all back aboard by 1600. They then ate 
their dinner, made repairs to their equipment or relaxed before turning in. The dress gang was 
usually done before midnight. Within a few hours it all started again. 

By the middle of August it was time to return home. The first problem was to reach the 
Pacific. When they arrived in the spring, Unimak Pass, the passage from the Pacific Ocean to 
the Bering Sea, was often clogged with ice, which was both an obstruction and a danger. 
Heading home the problem was different: 

This was very much of a task, sailing from the Bering Sea into the Pacific. 

68 Ed Shields, letter to schoolboy. 
69 J.E. Shields, comments on film. 
70 J.E. Shields, comments on film. 
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The Pass is about fourteen miles wide and something about twenty miles 
long, but three or four days a year the current runs at least twenty hours a day 
from the Pacific into the Bering Sea. Unless you had a very, very strong 
westerly wind, it would be impossible to buck that current and make the 
transit of the Pass. Also it's very often foggy there so that we would have to 
stand forth and back in there in the fog ... out in the Pacific again ... the water 
changed from green to blue when you get into deep water. We're back a little 
more in the land of sunshine and things have warmed up a little bit. The 
coming home trip from Unimak Pass to Puget Sound and Cape Flatery would 
take about ten days. 71 

The gas engine with which C. A. THAYER hoisted anchors and pumped the ship was also 
used to make electricity which ran the lights and, after the mid 1930s, a radio, "so the captain 
could talk with the other [ships] and call the home office."72 A tug would meet C. A. 
THAYER where she had left her five months before, Cape Flattery. 

Pacific Coast Codfish Company's processing plant, built in 1911, was located on land donated 
by the city. The company produced codfish products under the "Icicle" brand. It employed 
twenty-one people from early fall to late spring. Among the employees were some of C. A. 
THAYER's crew and eight women. The company had an annual payroll of around $100,000 
in 1950. After a ship arrived back from the Bering Sea, her fish were unloaded by sling. Then 
excess salt was removed, the catch was weighed (as dry weight determined the fishermen's 
pay), graded by size and put into 20-ton capacity tanks with 100 percent saturated brine. From 
that point the fish was processed further as needed. The skin was removed and sent to a glue 
factory in San Francisco, the livers had the oil extracted to produce codliver oil. Lupe fish, 
codfish rehydrated and packed into barrels, was delicacy in Scandinavia. In various forms it 
went out: 

This is the way some of the fish ended up in market, in barrels ... and .. .in the 
one pound package. A lot of the fish were just dried as whole fish, boxed in 
hundred pound boxes and shipped to wherever the trade would use them. A 
lot of them came to San Francisco for the Italian trade that was here, others 
went to the Philippine Islands. 73 

C. A. THAYER worked seven voyages under Captain Grode and was then laid up in Lake 
Union at Seattle following the 1931 voyage. With the depression and decreased demand for 
salt codfish, J.E. Shields did not need as many ships as he had available. For the rest of the 

71 J.E. Shields, comments about film. 
72 Ed Shields, letter to schoolboy. 
73 J.E. Shields, comments on film. 
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1930s Shields caught what he needed with his other ships while C. A. THAYER deteriorated 
in Lake Union. 

That might well have been the end of C. A. THAYER, but for World War II. At the start of 
that war the United States Army found itself in need of cargo barges. The army acquired C. A. 
THAYER in 1942, cut down her masts, and put her to work as an ammunition barge in 
Western Canada and Alaska. While this new service cost C. A. THAYER her masts, the army 
also took her to Marine Railway and Shipbuilding Company at Eagle Harbor, Washington and 
put fifty thousand dollars into repairing her rotted stem. Other improvements and alterations 
made in the course of army service included: removing some of her deckhouse and enlarging 
her hatches, building a raised wheelhouse on the poop to shelter the bargemen while they 
worked, installing navy type anchors and towing bitts, and converting one of the small 
staterooms into a cold storage room. 

Pacific Coast Codfish Company kept up their business during the Second World War. 
CHARLES R. WILSON went north every year except 1943, when the United States 
government forbade it due to Japanese activity in the Aleutian Islands. After the war J.E. 
Shields reacquired C. A. THAYER for several thousand dollars from the United States Army. 
Due to army improvements the hull was in good shape though lacking masts. Shields also still 
had the four-master SOPHIE CHRISTENSON, which had good rigging and a rotten hull. The 
solution suggested itselfrather quickly. Shields removed three of SOPHIE CHRISTENSON's 
masts and stepped them into C. A. THAYER. The masts were too long, as SOPHIE 
CHRISTENSON was deeper in the hull than was C. A. THAYER, and the shrouds were too 
short, so iron "extender bars" were fitted to make up the difference. The conversion was rather 
homely, but, as J. E. Shields maintained, the codfish did not care. C. A. THAYER went to 
Alaska again in 1946 and 194 7 under Knute Pearson. J. E. Shields took her north for the last 
time in 1948, and his son Ed Shields commanded her in 1949 and 1950. 

The salt codfishing industry, however, was going the way of the salt salmon industry before it. 
Codfish salting slumped after the First World War and never totally recovered. The best 
postwar years were the late 1920s, but by the 1930s, the market was shrinking. CHARLES R. 
WILSON was the only ship in the trade during World War II, and C. A. THAYER the only 
one afterwards. The market for salt codfish simply no longer existed. It was also harder to find 
sailors willing to make the risky, arduous and low paying voyages. On 5 October 1950 the 
Kitsap County Herald announced that the following year Pacific Coast Codfish would use the 
motor vessel NORDIC MAID to work the same fishing grounds for king crab. That vessel was 
148' long, would carry a crew of twenty to twenty five, and would do all of the processing at 
sea. It was the end of an era; C. A. THAYER had been the last commercial sailing vessel on 
the Pacific Coast. 

In October 1954 C. A. Charles McNeal of North Lilliwaup, Washington acquired THAYER 
from Pacific Coast Codfish. McNeal built a dugout place in the lagoon on his property, in 
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which C. A. THAYER could float at high tide and lie on the bottom at low tide. He removed 
the ladder down to the codfish forecastle and put in a new one for tourists. When he completed 
the preparations, McNeal opened C. A. THAYER to the public as the pirate ship BLACK 
SHIELD. She served McNeal in this role for two years, adding to the other attractions on his 
property and recovering for him the cost of her purchase. 

The State of California first made overtures to McNeal concerning the purchase of C. A. 
THAYER in 1955. The San Francisco Maritime Museum had strongly recommended the 
purchase of a lumber schooner. There were few left, and none in as good a condition as C. A. 
THAYER. Purchase negotiations continued throughout 1956, and by the end of the year 
McNeal and the State had agreed upon a purchase price and closing date. The sale was made 
in January of 1957, and McNeal was paid $25,450 for the ship. 

McNeal had done little maintenance while he owned the ship, and she had deteriorated badly. 
The forefoot had been ground down by the abrasion of the gravel bottom, and upon survey her 
stem was found to be rotted. In February the ship was towed to Lake Union Drydock for hull 
repairs and further inspection. In May she went to Maritime Shipyard in Ballard for more 
repairs to her stem, which was found to have rotted so badly that the cost of repairs required 
that new bids be taken. The bow and stem of the ship were extensively rebuilt and the 
bowsprit replaced. After that, it was off to Commercial Ship Repair Company at Winslow for 
rerigging. It had been decided that rather than tow the vessel to San Francisco she would be 
sailed by a crew of volunteers. The risk was slight and the extra costs would be more than 
compensated by the savings on towing charges, besides which the publicity value would be 
immeasurable. What the decision meant, however, was that the ship would have to have all of 
her substantial repairs completed at once, before she could sail. These repairs included the 
rather interesting problem of having new mast timbers prepared and delivered. In June the 
State of California authorized the purchase of three new masts. Each was over 100' in length 
and made of Douglas Fir from the Olympic Peninsula. It was the first such order placed by 
anyone in the area in ten years. 

As repairs went on, the summer and its fair northwest winds came to a close and autumn with 
its calms and southeasters arrived. The ship was moved to Pier 56 in Seattle to have her 
running rigging rove and her sails bent on, be provisioned, and sign on her crew. By the time 
the ship departed Puget Sound around $60,000 had been spent on repairs to the vessel. In 
September 1957 the ship was towed to Cape Flatery and then sailed south toward San 
Francisco. The season, however, had changed and luck was not with the C. A. THAYER. An 
extended period of calm was followed by a southerly gale, which blew the ship back along her 
course. A trip scheduled to take only ten days, and provisioned for only two weeks, had lasted 
fourteen days when, off Eureka, C. A. THAYER radioed for assistance. Her sails were in bad 
shape and many of the volunteer crew had to get back to work. A Coast Guard Cutter, bound 
from Eureka to San Francisco took the ship in tow and delivered her to her berth in San 
Francisco. 
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Much remained to be done to bring the ship up to museum quality. From November 1957 until 
August 1958 the project marked time. In August 1958 the ship was drydocked at Moore 
Drydock Company. All of her worm holes were burned and plugged, two coats of copper paint 
were applied to her bottom. The large gas and water tanks from her codfishing days were 
removed, but it was decided to leave in the codfishermen's forecastle because it was 
unobtrusive and also part of her story. Budget maneuvers limited restoration until May of 
1959. Restoration work went on until 1963. It was decided to tell the story of all three of her 
careers and to restore her to a representative of her type, rather than attempt an exact 
reproduction of her original form, if such a thing were possible. One major structural change, 
made in the name of visitor access, was to make the corridor in the cabin continuous. The 
corridor was extended through what had been part of the first mate's cabin. This permitted the 
captain's cabin to be restored for display, as it could now be isolated from visitor traffic. With 
her restorations completed, C. A. THAYER was opened for visitation in October of 1963. In 
1966 C. A. THAYER was declared a National Historic Landmark. 

C. A. THAYER has past her thirty-fifth year as a museum ship at Hyde Street Pier. She has 
had more visits to the yard and restorations during the past three and a half decades; some for 
routine upkeep and some to correct more immediate problems. In January 1982, during a 
particularly severe storm, the vessel was slammed into the pier and had a 10' hole knocked 
into her side. In January 1984 the ship completed a three month, $300,000 refit, in which the 
planking which had been stove in was replaced, along with her three masts and bowsprit. C. 
A. THAYER has had two of her masts purposefully removed in an attempt to minimize 
distortion of the keel by the hogging forces that wrack large wooden vessels. At present, C.A. 
THAYER is in need of an extensive rebuild and the San Francisco Maritime Park is actively 
seeking funds to finance the work. 
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